
PowerPoint: Guiding III: Stairs, Doors & Cars 
Chapter 4.1.5 
Photo Descriptions 
 
Slide 7:  
 
Photo description: At right, at the bottom of the stairs, 
the SSP and the DB client pause as the SSP guides 
him to where the handrail is.  
 
Slide 8:  
 
Photo description: The SSP’s right hand points and 
guides the DB’s left hand onto the handrail. 
 
Slide 9:  

 
Photo description: A close-up view of the SSP’s hand 
underneath the DB person’s hand, guiding it towards 
the handrail.  
 
Slide 11:  
 
Photo description: Using the arm-to-arm method, the 
DB client and his SSP keep track of each other as they 
go down a stairwell. 
 
 
 
 
 



Slide 12:  
 
Photo description: At left, a DB woman goes down the 
stairs using the handrail and her cane, as her SSP 
keeps touch by using her right hand on the DB 
person’s left shoulder.  
 
Slide 14:  
 
Photo description: The DB woman, at left, uses both 
the handrail and her cane to go down the steps in 
front of a building.  
 
Slide 16:  
 
Photo description: Two women are going up the 
stairs, away from the camera. At left, the SSP steps up 
alongside her DB client who she holds onto the 
handrail and her cane; her left hand is on top of the 
SSP’s right shoulder. 
 
Slide 17:  
 
Photo description: At left, a DB woman uses her SSP, 
at right just slightly in front of her, as well as her cane 
to go down the stairs.  
 
 
 
 
 



Slide 23:   
 
Left photo description: As the SSP-guide, at left, 
approaches the stairs, she moves slightly in front of 
the DB person, at right, wearing an orange safety vest. 
 
Caption: SSP-Guide begins to shift position. 
 
Right photo description: The SSP-guide indicates to 
the DB person where the handrail is.  
 
Caption: SSP-Guide begins to indicate the handrail.  
 
Slide 24:  
 
Left photo description: Both SSP and DB man pause 
near the stairs. 
Caption: SSP-Guide & DB man have both paused. 
 
Right photo description: The DB man places his left 
hand on the handrail.  
 
Caption: Hand on rail; cane shifting position.  
 
Slide 25:  
 
Left photo description: At left, the DB man proceeds 
to go up the stairs while his SSP walks alongside, just 
slightly behind.  
 



Right photo description: When the DB man reaches 
the top of the stairs, he pauses for his SSP to guide 
move alongside him, to his left.  
 
Caption: SSP-Guide is ready for transition again as 
the DB man pauses.  
 
Slide 27:  
 
Photo description: At left, the SSP pauses on the 
landing with her DB client as they go up the stairs.  
 
Slide 31:  
 
Photo description: Two women are walking down a 
narrow ramp; the DB woman, at right, uses the 
handrail and her cane. 
 
Slide 32:  
 
Photo description:  At left, another DB woman uses 
her cane and maintains touch with her SSP as they go 
up the narrow ramp. 
 
Slide 36:  
Photo description:  A close-up view of swinging 
doors, taken from outside.  
 
 
 
 



Slide 39:  
 
Photo description:  The SSP, at left, begins to open 
the door, while the DB man waits, using an the SSP’s 
elbow to follow behind and through the door.  
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Photo description:  At left, another SSP walks through 
the doors while the DB woman follows using her hand 
on the SSP’s elbow.  
 
Slide 41:  
 
Photo description:  The DB woman helps hold the 
door open as she exits out of the building.  
 
Slide 42:  
 
Photo description: The SSP, at left, uses both hands 
to open the door as her DB client follows her with his 
left hand on the SSP’s right shoulder; the DB person 
begins to assist in holding the door open. 
 
Slide 43:  
 
Left photo description: Two women are on their way 
out the door. At right, the DB woman’s right hand is 
on the SSP’s left shoulder. The SSP pauses and 
begins to open the door, gently placing her left hand 
on top of the DB woman’s right hand.  



 
Right photo description: Further out of the door, the 
SSP continues to hold the DB woman’s left hand to 
guide her outside.  
 
Slide 45:  
 
Photo description:  The SSP, at right, guides her DB 
client out towards a gated fence in front of a house.  
 
Slide 46:  
 
Photo description: The SSP guides the DB man’s cane 
against the gate.  
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Photo description:  The DB man proceeds to locate 
the gate latch. 
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Photo description: The DB man unlatches the gate.  
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Photo description:  The DB man opens the gate. 
 
Slide 50:  
 
Photo description:  The DB man guides his SSP out.  



Slide 51:  
 
Photo description: The DB man closes the gate.  
 
Slide 52:  
 
Photo description: The SSP uses her right hand to 
touch the DB man’s right hand to let him know where 
she is standing. 
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Photo description: The SSP holds the door open and 
glances back to her DB client, using her right arm to 
touch the DB client’s right hand.  
 
Slide 61: Approaching the car 
 
Left photo description: Both DB man and SSP walk 
into the parking garage as they chat. 
 
Caption: Walking into the parking garage, chatting. 
 
Photo description: Both DB man and SSP pause in the 
parking garage, in front of a car door. 
 
Caption: Pause.  
 
 
 
 



Slide 62: Ready 
 
Upper left photo description: The SSP informs the DB 
man that the car… 
 
Caption: The car… 
 
Lower left photo description: The SSP signs “parked” 
to the DB man. 
 
Caption: …is parked… 
 
Upper right photo description: The SSP indicates and 
points where the car is. 
 
Caption: …there 
 
Lower right photo description:  The SSP searches for 
his car keys while the DB man waits.  
 
Caption: The SSP-Guide gets his keys. 

 
Slide 63:  
 
Left photo description: The SSP has his keys in his 
hand.  
 
Caption: The SSP gets his keys then… 
 



Right photo description:  The DB man compacts his 
cane while the SSP waits, touching his hand to the DB 
man’s elbow.  
 
Caption: …holds his key at the ready. 
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Photo description: The SSP, at right, guides the DB 
man’s hand to locate the door handle. 
 
Slide 67:  
 
Photo description: The DB man opens the door 
himself, using the handle.  
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Photo description: The DB man opens the door as the 
SSP looks on. 
 
Slide 70:  
 
Upper left photo description: The SSP guides the DB 
man’s hand to where the door corner is. 
 
Lower right photo description: The SSP proceeds to 
guide the DB man’s hand toward the door opening on 
the car.  
 
 



Slide 71:  
 
Upper left photo description: The SSP shows where 
the top of the door opening is, so the DB man can 
gauge the size and location of the door opening. 
 
Lower right photo description: The DB man proceeds 
to get inside the car, his left hand still at the top of the 
door opening.  
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Photo description: In the parking garage, the SSP 
informs his DB client that there is a car parked (not 
shown) next to his car. 
 
Caption: The SSP-Guide explains there is another car 
parked just to the side of his car. 
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Left photo description: The SSP tactually indicates 
where the door is to the DB man. 
 
Caption: The SSP-Guide touches the side of his car.  
 
Right photo description: The DB man moves forward 
to locate the passenger door. 
 
Caption: The DB man moves forward to the passenger 
door, opens it and gets in. 
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Photo description: The person is partially visible as 
she gets inside of a big white van; its two doors wide 
open. 
 

 


